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Thanks for checking out Issue #5 of The Lookout, our periodic newsletter covering wide ranging topics that are historical, technical, and relevant to our diving community in Massachusetts
Bay. This issue includes articles on a historic
dive to the wreck of the Mars, a dive report from
an exciting traverse from the Nina T to the Chester Poling, an update on a grant received from
the PADI Foundation for another dive mooring in
the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary
and finally, a wrap up with Stellwagen Bank diving highlights and Gauntlet news.
We’d like to thank all our customers and crew for your continued support and participation aboard Gauntlet—and for helping to create great adventures on the high seas!
We hope you enjoy this issue of The Lookout!
Heather & Dave
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Portside view of the Mars

The wreck of the Mars
conjures images of a mysterious, ghostly wreck that
poses many dangers to
divers that dare descend
down to her depths. What
many divers don’t realize
is that there is a shroud of
mystery cast over her final
hours at sea with no confirmation of the events of her
sinking. Nor was there
ever any confirmation as to
whether any crewmembers
were lost at sea. Nearly
seventy years after her
sinking, the Mars remains
a shipwreck that does not
give up her secrets easily.

On December 18, 1941, the First War Powers Act, having been signed by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, was put into law, significantly increasing Presidential authority
to execute World War II. On the next day, FDR signed Executive Order 8985 which
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established the Office of Censorship, giving the office the power to censor all international communications. Three months later,
the office also assumed responsibility for all censorship activities previously carried out by the War Department and Navy Department. While such efforts were intended to prevent the gathering of military intelligence by US enemies during the war, including
the loss of US ships in battle, such blackout measures soon extended to all marine incidents. In addition, ordinary investigations
that would be conducted after a loss at sea were not conducted during this time. The resulting dearth of information and local media reporting of marine accidents has led to a complete scarcity of information on shipwrecks and casualties during WWII. It was
these set of circumstances that directly resulted in the mystery that surrounds the Mars.
The Mars was an iron hulled, coal-fired steam engine tugboat built in 1890 by John H Dialogue & Sons in Camden, New Jersey.
She measured 117 ft long with a 23 ft bean and 15 ft draft and displaced 278 gross tones. She was originally built for the Martin
Marine Transportation Company of Philadelphia, PA and kept her port of registry in Wilmington, DE, although her primary base of
operation was in Norfolk, VA. She was built to tow coal barges along the east coast, with routes from Texas to New England, often towing three barges in tandem. She had a
fully staffed crew of 16 men to provide for the
needs of a long haul steam engine tugboat. The
Mars changed ownership in 1920 and 1936, yet
continued to operate the same routes. She undertook some modifications during her time, including the addition of a completely new wheelhouse in the spring of 1942.
For many years, the Mars proved a sturdy tug.
She once ran aground off of Boston in January
1912 needing significant repairs, including repairs
to a damaged hull and propeller. She also survived a number of significant storms during her
long career, the most notable being the Portland
Gale of November 1898. During this storm, the
Mars was towing the barges Delaware and Daniel
I. Tenney. The fierce winds and sea, that laid
havoc to as many as 150 ships over two days,
claimed both barges and their crew off the coast
of Plymouth, MA. While the Mars survived the
storm and went on to haul cargo for some fifty
years, she would eventually be forced to make
this same area her final resting place.

Dave Caldwell and Holly Law Eve after a historic dive to the Mars

On the evening of September 13, 1942, the Mars was once again traveling in the area off of Manomet Point, south of Plymouth,
MA, approximately 25 miles from where the Delaware and Daniel I. Tenney were lost. At this time, she was chartered by the U.S
Army Transportation Corps which was established in July 1942 in order to transport personnel and supplies during WWII. She
was operating as the ST-56. While the exact events of that evening remain unclear, it is widely believed that the Mars collided
with the Sun Oil tanker Bidwell during the evening and sank almost immediately. Due to the blackouts put in place by the Office of
Censorship at the time, there was no media reporting on the accident. Nor was there any investigation after the event. The reports are purely based on circumstantial evidence from ships reported to be in the area. Thus, the exact events of the sinking of
the Mars remain a mystery, including whether she had a tow or whether there were any casualties in the sinking. Some reports
state that the Bidwell eventually arrived in Boston without any evidence of damage. Interestingly, just five months earlier, the
6,837 ton motor tanker had survived a devastating torpedo attacked by the German U-160, 30 miles east of Cape Outlook, NC.
Today, the wreck of the Mars rests upright and intact in 120 fsw just off Manomet Point. She represents a challenging dive as she
is covered in fishing line which creates a significant entanglement hazard. In addition, visibility on the wreck often tends to be
poor, less than 10 ft, as the wreck rests in a soft clay bottom. On the rare day when conditions cooperate, there is a significant
amount to see for the underwater explorer. Although the visibility can be poor, there is much life on the wreck whose skeletal deck
is covered in anemones and abundant fish life. The bow, which contained the crew’s quarters and was typically occupied by eight
sleeping crewmen in the evenings, rests flat on the bottom next to the port side of the wreck, suggesting evidence that the ship
was hit at a 90 degree angle on her starboard side from a much larger vessel; also a clue to possible casualties from the collision.
The pilothouse came to rest on the bottom on the starboard side of the wreck. At the stern of the wreck, the large, four-bladed
propeller sits upright with the rudder turned to the starboard side. A significant portion of the decking is now open, making the engine and boiler visible. A combination of the excellent condition of the structure of the wreck, the amount of sea life that encapsuPage 2
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lates it and the often-challenging conditions surrounding the wreck, the
Mars remains one of the more captivating wrecks to dive in the area.
From the early 1930’s until her sinking in 1942, Captain Harry Law of
Philadelphia was the captain of the Mars guiding her along the eastern
seaboard at times with family in tow, including his son, Don. Fortunately for him and his family, he was not aboard the Mars on the night
of her sinking. Captain Law was never able to say a proper goodbye to
the ship that served him well for nearly ten years, but he would not be
the last of the Law family to cast their eyes on the Mars. On a beautiful
July day in the summer of 2011, after enduring years of childhood folklore surrounding the Mars, Holly Law Eve, granddaughter of Captain
Harry Law, descended down to the legendary wreck which was once
the mighty tug that her grandfather commanded. At that moment, she
became the third generation of the Law family to experience traveling
along the ship’s wooden deck and thus taking up the baton of keeping
the memory and mystery of the Mars alive.
Surrounded in history and mystery, the Mars remains one of New England’s premier wreck dives. Much of this wreck still remains to be explored and many clues as to her final days remain uncovered.

Scooter Traverse: Nina T to Chester Poling
For many years, we dreamed of “connecting” the Nina T and Chester Don Law with the recovered glass and jar from the Mars
Poling stern by swimming from one wreck to the other. The distance is
0.288 nautical miles (1728 feet), which is close enough that traversing from one wreck to another is certainly possible, but it is also
far enough that maintaining an accurate heading for the entire distance would be difficult. We are excited to report that on February 19, 2012, Heather Knowles and Scott Tomlinson successfully made the connection between the two wrecks.
There are a number of variables we had to consider and plan for when we decided to make the dream become reality: when
should we do it, which direction do we travel (Poling-to-Nina T or Nina T-to-Poling), how do we most accurately determine the
heading, how do we account for current, how do we hold our “accurate” heading and how do we know if we missed it, how much
gas do we need, how does our dive boat know where we are…? The list goes on and on.
When
We always had it in our minds that winter is the best time for this adventure. The water is cold, but the visibility is generally better.
There is less boat traffic in the event we have to make a free ascent and less fishing gear in the water. The difficult part was finding a day when the seas and weather would cooperate. February 19 appeared to be the when all of these variables aligned. We
were scheduled to dive the Poling, the visibility had been decent the day before, the sea was predicted to be calm and the tide
was predicted to be minimal. It was the perfect confluence of conditions.
Direction of Travel
We decided to travel from the Nina T-to-the Poling. We chose this direction for two reasons. First, the stern section of Poling at
approximately 150 feet in length is much larger than the Nina T (a small, collapsed 70 foot long eastern rig dragger) and, therefore, is a larger target. Second, we collectively have hundreds of dives on the Poling and are very familiar with the landscape surrounding Poling. This turned out to be a very wise decision.
Heading and Current
After determining which direction we would travel, we used Navionics software, as well as the boat’s North Star chart plotter to plot
and confirm our course bearing of 044 degrees True, which corresponded to a heading of 061 degrees Magnetic (compass) based
on local variance 17 W. We could not determine a deviation that would be reliable, so we discounted this as a factor.
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We considered how current would affect our heading. We reviewed tide information using Tides & Currents Pro software to determine there was an ebb (outgoing) tide with a direction of 195 degrees, and approximately 0.3 knots velocity. This information was
based on a tide station prediction and we recognized there would be some variability. In addition, we recognized that bottom current may not behave in the same way as the tidal current indicated. Nevertheless, this provided information that we could factor
into the determination of our heading.
Based on the modest ebb current, we decided that we would
plan on a compass heading of 060 degrees and favor a correction to 065 degrees if there was any cross-current potentially affecting our heading. Such a correction would also
favor the orientation of the Poling since we knew we would
be approaching the portside of the wreck at the broken end.
In other words, this would not necessarily aim us away from
the wreck. As a final check before splashing in, we ran the
boat from the Nina T to the Poling to triple check our calculations (this is after Heather and Scott checked each other’s
math many times).

The location of the Nina T and Poling with the corresponding
route plotted.
The route between the Nina T and Poling.

Holding Course and Knowing When to Stop
One word… scooter (we use Silent Submersion UV-18 scooters). Scooters have greatly enhanced our diving in general. They
allow us to carry more equipment without additional physical exertion, serve as a platform to mount camera equipment, extend our
range whether it is the need to cover distance or dive in high current in places like Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary,
and they are a fun. These benefits made scooters the perfect tool for our traverse. We mounted a compass on each scooter.
The speed of the scooters reduced the effect of the current and general variability on our course. In order to hold an accurate
heading, we maintained top speed (pitch 9). The slower we traveled, the greater the risk of error from drifting off course. In retrospect, it is doubtful we would have been able to hold a straight enough course to successful make the traverse without the scooters.
The scooters also allowed us to more accurately know our rate of speed and more consistently maintain that speed. This is important to calculate how long it “should” take us to make the traverse. We estimated a speed of 180 feet per minute. Calculating this
to be approximately 1.77 knots, our estimated our time of arrival on the Poling would be approximately 12 minutes (this was a very
important number during the dive).
Gas Planning
We used rebreathers making this a non-issue. We limited our bottom time
30 minutes (below no-deco limits) and made sure we had enough bail-out to
make the surface (in fact, we had many times the required bail-out).
Surface Support

The Nina T sunk at the dock and awaiting her fate
as a dive site off Gloucester.

We used rebreathers, which meant no bubbles. That also meant no bubble
trail for the dive boat to follow, not that a bubble trail is the best marker anyway. We could not simply tell the boat to meet us at the Poling because
what if we undershot it, overshot it, or just veered off course? Therefore, we
towed a Rife Torpedo float to mark our position on the surface (scooters
made using a float a feasible choice). The Rife Torpedo float is streamlined
and easily towed while scootering. This float was attached to a reel and
clipped off on a diver’s left shoulder d-ring in order to relieve arm strain and
allow the line to pass under the arm and away from the scooter and steering
arm. This is another reason we chose to make the traverse during the winter when there is less risk of fouling the float on lobster trawls and interfering
boat traffic at the mouth of Gloucester Harbor. The scooters made using a
float a feasible choice.
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In order to ensure the boat understood the status of the dive team at all times, we decided to: 1) tow the float; 2) limit our bottom
time to 30 minutes attempting to reach the Poling and would abort before decompression was incurred in order to minimize time
ascending while free floating; 3) release a signal marker upon reaching the Poling in order to confirm success and allow the boat
to tie off to a mooring; 4) ascend the stern mooring if successful in reaching the wreck.
The Execution
We dropped a shot line on the Nina T since there is no mooring and descended the line. Once all the set up was complete, and
the line had been placed on the Nina T and confirmed as on target, we dropped in. Visibility was approximately 25 feet, which was
very good, but not excellent. Upon reaching the bottom and determining the dive was “go,” we sent the entire line to the surface on
a lift bag for the boat to easily retrieve.
We took a lap around the Nina T to check out the wreck. While this wreck was once an intact wood eastern rig fishing dragger that
had a “classic” New England shipwreck look and feel, it is now a crumpled pile of debris, having collapsed several years ago.
However, it is still an interesting site and there were large schools of fish congregated around the wreckage as we passed through.
Once we finished looking over the Nina T briefly, we took our bearing and departed.
Scootering away from the Nina T, the bottom quickly became a featureless mud bottom with occasional trash and debris encountered such as derelict fishing gear, bottles and other assorted items probably discarded overboard as vessels passed through the
area. For the most part, there was very little to see. About halfway through, we encountered what appeared to be the remnants of
a platform called the Zeus that was off the breakwater and part of a pipeline project years ago.
After about 9 minutes the bottom started changing and became more gravel like with small boulders sporadically appearing until
we entered a more consistent boulder field/wall. However, we passed through the boulder field and were back to sand. This was
an important signal to us in that we knew there is a band of boulders near the break end of the wreck. Passing by this and returning to sand suggested we may be overshooting.
As we were about to stop and go back to the boulder field/wall to follow it, we suddenly hit the Gannett and knew exactly where we
were. We had gone a bit too far to the right, which was consistent with where the current was pushing us, but we caught the Gannett and proceeded directly over to the Poling (we are very familiar with the Gannett-Poling traverse), reaching the Poling and
completing the traverse in about 13 minutes. Interestingly, the boat had been following our marker as we progressed and observed we were exactly on our heading, but as we got closer, saw that we were potentially going to miss the Poling. It was as
though we were just slightly “shifted” even though we were exactly on course. This is most likely due to marginal error resulting
from where we began our course from the Nina T. In other words, there is potentially a 70 foot error based on the length of the
Nina T. The surface team predicted we would hit the Gannett, and when the marker took a hard left and proceeded directly to the
Poling, they knew this is indeed what had occurred.
Once reaching the Poling, we released the signal and secured our float
so that we could enjoy a scooter ride around the Poling. The boat tied off
to the stern mooring and we ascended exactly as planned. Since we had
been successful in reaching the Poling, we extended our dive and surfaced approximately 60 minutes after entering the water.
Overall, it was a successful attempt due to team work, effective coordination and communication between the dive team and surface operations, and planning. Upon reaching the surface the dive team was ecstatic—and this was amplified when the dive team realized they had actually connected three wrecks on one dive since the Gannett was also
encountered. It would be an interesting challenge to do the reverse
route since the Nina T is a much smaller target. Perhaps there is a team
out there ambitious enough to try it!
Victory! The dive team arriving on the Poling.
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F/V North Star and a PADI Foundation Grant
In 2010, the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (Sanctuary) and Northern Atlantic Dive Expeditions (NADE) collaborated to install the first ever permanent dive mooring on a shipwreck (unidentified
trawler) in the Sanctuary. The mooring project was
funded by a Project Aware Grant. Given the success
of the first mooring project, the Sanctuary and NADE
sought funding for another permanent mooring. The
Sanctuary and NADE were pleased to receive funding
from the PADI Foundation to install a permanent
mooring on a second shipwreck in the Sanctuary (F/V
North Star). However, the PADI Foundation funding
is for a project with a focus beyond simply installing a
mooring. It also includes documenting marine debris.
Divers know first-hand the damage caused to both
marine life and the shipwreck itself from fishing gear
impacts.
F/V North Star, photo courtesy Parker Collection, Maritime Gloucester
The Mooring
The F/V North Star is a recently discovered shipwreck in the Sanctuary that has been selected as the site for the mooring installation, which is currently scheduled for July 2012. The North Star (ex. Bonaventure) is a wooden-hulled eastern rig dragger. The
vessel was built in 1967 by Royal K. Lowell of Portland, Maine, and is 55 feet in length. The North Star was based out of Gloucester and actively fished in Massachusetts Bay. The vessel sank on August 28, 2003. As the North Star’s crew lifted its clam
dredge aboard, the vessel listed and capsized due to instability. The Coast Guard casualty report concluded that the weight of
clams already onboard coupled with the weight of the clams in the dredge caused the vessel to roll over. Fortunately, there were
no fatalities associated with the sinking, as the two crew members were rescued by the nearby vessel, Half Fast.
Today, the F/V North Star rests in 100 feet of water on top of
Stellwagen Bank. The wreck is in three main pieces: the hull
is at the dive site’s north end. Separated by 100 feet, its clam
dredge sits at the site’s southeast corner. Its deck machinery
is due west of the clam dredge, still connected by its towing
cable. Despite being in shallow water, this site does pose
some challenging diving conditions as a result of the distance
between sections of the wreck - a diver must run a reel to
navigate the wreck, and cross a section of sand where one
can be exposed to strong current. However, there are some
spectacular sights to observe, such as the vessel’s propeller
in addition to the typical abundant marine life found at many
dive sites in the sanctuary.
Documenting Marine Debris
The Sanctuary suffers from a chronic marine debris problem.
Most of the marine debris is derelict fishing gear (DFG).
Countless marine life has become entangled in non-degrading plastic netting and many more will die in the future. The problem
has become acutely visible to divers who visit the sanctuary as DFG is increasingly found at dive sites. The Sanctuary has made
efforts to remove some of this gear, but regulation of fishing activities occurs outside the direct influence of the sanctuary. Therefore, there is little the Sanctuary can do to address this problem without public support. Divers associated with the project will obtain underwater imagery (photos, video) to illustrate the problem of DFG impact. The project plans to use communication tools
available through its partner organizations to increase the public’s awareness. Once the mooring is installed, the Sanctuary will
publish a guide for utilizing the mooring and diving the wreck that is similar to the guide created for the Unidentified Trawler wreck
site. We hope to see divers visiting this wreck site, taking photos and video, and sharing it in order to raise public awareness
around the problem of marine debris.
Derelict fishing gear is perpetually fishing and harming marine life
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Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary Diving Highlights
Patriot:
As part of the 3rd annual Sanctuary Advisory Council dive, we
made a trip to the F/V Patriot, which sank on January 3, 2009 in
heavy seas 14 nautical miles southeast of Gloucester with loss of
life. The Patriot was initially believed to have been struck by another vessel or towing gear, but after an extensive investigation,
no evidence of collision or impact was discovered. The much publicized incident centered on the US Coast Guard’s handling of the
rescue effort and later, the investigation. Despite extensive review
of the case file, dives to the wreck using ROVs, commercial divers and sport divers, no evidence of collision/strike damage to
the hull has been observed. The wreck is presently in 100 feet of
water, on its starboard side.

The Patriot approaching a pier

Our dive to the wreck aimed to document the condition of the Patriot with photo and video. All our material was provided to the
family. As previously mentioned, we found no evidence of collision/impact damage; however, it does appear that salvage divers
have cut away sections of the pilot house roof to expose the starboard side.

Additionally, fishing gear from other vessels has fouled on the wreck and caused additional damage to the hull. The Patriot will
remain in the sanctuary (no salvage) and is transforming into an artificial reef abundant with cod and
other marine life. Finally, given the tragic circumstances of the sinking and personal loss for a family,
please treat the site with respect.

Unidentified Trawler:
The mooring on the Unidentified Trawler that we installed in 2010 is holding up well. We recovered the
Sensus Recorder and downloaded another year’s
worth of data on depth and water temperature, which
might help us better predict the time of actual slack
relative to predicted. We observed a significant
amount of recreational fishing gear on the wreck and
snarled on the mooring and fewer large cod fish compared to previous years. This is one downside of a
wreck site entering the public domain – increased
impact.
The portside view of the Patriot, name still visible

Gauntlet News
Explorers Club, Sea Stories:
In November 2010, Heather Knowles and David Caldwell presented on the discovery of the USS Nezinscot at the Sea Stories
Event at the Explorers Club in Manhattan, New York. The event was well attended and included presentations from Kim Fisher,
Joe Romeiro, Steve Gatto and Tom Packer, Amos Nachoum and Dr. Richard A. Cooper. Additionally, Heather and Dave were accepted as members of the Explorers Club in 2011. For more information on the Explorers Club, visit http://www.explorers.org.
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